International online-conference

Contested Language Diversity in Contemporary Ukraine: National Minorities, Bilingualism, and Language Ideologies in times of War

October 21, 2022, 9:00–17:00,
Link to the access via e-mail
https://meet.google.com/rwh-qypp-drk
9:00–9:10  Monika Wingender (Gießen). Welcome and Introduction.

The influence of the war on the language situation in Ukraine

9:10–9:30  Taras Kremin (Kyiv). Language Law in Ukraine during the War: Duties of the Citizen and the State (Eng).

9:30–9:50  Svitlana Sokolova (Kyiv). Changes in the language preferences of Ukrainians against the background of the full-scale war: according to the results of a survey of internal migrants and local residents (Ukr).


10:10–10:30  Olena Ruda (Kyiv). Language and war: how language-related discourse has changed in Ukraine since the beginning of the full-scale invasion (Ukr).


War and language diversity in Ukraine – directions for further research

11:10–11:30  General Discussion.

Regional perspectives on the language situation in Ukraine


11:50–12:10  Ivanna Car (Kyiv). Language Adaptation of Ethnic Russians in the West of Ukraine (Eng).


13:30–14:30  Lunch break.
Bilingualism and language situation in Ukraine


14:50–15:10 Krina Kukosh (Kyiv). The phenomenon of the mother tongue in the linguistic awareness of bilinguals (based on interview materials recorded in the Romanian villages of the Hertsaiv territorial community of the Chernivtsi region) (Ukr).

15:10–15:30 Maryna Hontar (Kyiv). Language attitudes and language ideologies in the biographical interviews of Ukrainian residents of different ethnic origins (Eng).

The language situation in Ukraine in media and education


15:50–16:10 Oksana Danylevska (Kyiv). Language biography of a teacher as a research method for the linguistic situation in the field of education in Ukraine at the beginning of the 21st century (Ukr).
